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1. Letter to customers



Letter to customers

Dear customers,

On behalf of Biofílica and our partners in the Jari Valley REDD+ Projects, I have the honor of writing this letter to clients and opening our first

activity report that Biofílica has proposed to do annually to report the activities and progress of its REDD+ projects. 

During the internal analysis and decision-making processes within each company where different carbon projects are analyzed, there are 

generally two major issues raised:

1) the allocation and distribution of financial resources for the continuity of the project;

2) will the reduced carbon emission, which generates carbon credit, be permanent? 

Thus, the main objective of this initiative is to increase transparency regarding the allocation of resources from the carbon credits that

were acquired.

Since this report is the first in the series, I understand that it is important to share a little bit of the history of the beginning of the projects and a 

timeline with the main activities over the years up to the most recent activities. Thank you for choosing our projects to offset emissions from your

organizations. We are always available to explain the points presented in case of doubts.

We wish you all a great reading.
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Laion Pazian
Commercial Manager

Biofílica Environmental Investments
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2. Projects’ timeline



Projects’ timeline

Biofílica’s partnership with Jari Group started in 2010, 
initially with the development of the Jari Amapá 
REDD+ Project on a property of around 246,000 
hectares. Regarding forest cover, the area of this
project was limited to 65,000 hectares, which we
intend to expand in the future to increase its potential
for generating carbon credits. Despite the reduced
area, the project’s activities cover the entire property
of the Jari Group, where dozens of extractive
communities and thousands of families of small rural 
producers live. Four years later, in 2014, we started to
develop the Jari Pará REDD+ Project, which covers 
an area of around 500,000 thousand hectares, with
the total area for implementing conservation actions
consisting of more than 900,000 thousand hectares.
Both projects have very similar socioeconomic and
environmental contexts and are jointly managed by
Biofílica and Jari Foundation, with the monitoring
and participation of other sectors of the Jari Group. 
The figure on the side illustrates the total region
covered by both projects and the communities
participating in the first investment phase.
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Watch the film about the 
Jari Valley REDD+ Project

Follow the Jari Foundation 
on Instagram

https://www.biofilica.chttps/www.biofilica.com.br/projeto-redd-vale-do-jari/
https://www.instagram.com/fundacaojari


Projects’ timeline

Project start

2011,  
2012

2012, 
2013

2017, 
2018

2014, 
2016

Contract signature and start of
investments in the Jari Amapá 
REDD+ Project 

Visits to the area, identification of
actors and choice of research
institutions

Conducting workshops with
researchers, proponents, and
communities

Monitoring of deforestation
through satellite images
(continuous activity)

Technical studies and
1st validation and verification

Studies on socio-environmental, 
carbon and baseline
determination

Conducting workshops with
researchers, proponents, and
communities

Start of Technical Chamber
Meetings (continuous activity)

Validation & Verification VCS of
Jari Amapá REDD+ Project and
beginning of sales - 2011 vintage

Evolution of activities and
2nd validation and verification

2014:

Development of Property Use Plans
for families affected by the Project

Signature of the contractual
amendment between the proponents
that initiated the Jari Pará REDD+ 
Project

2015 – Jari Pará:

Conducting workshops with
researchers, proponents and
communities

Heritage monitoring and surveillance
to prevent deforestation and invasions
(continuous activity)

Socio-environmental, carbon
diagnostic studies and baseline
determination

2015 & 2016 – Jari Amapá:

CCBS Validation & VCS Verification of
the Jari Amapá REDD+ Project - 2012 
and 2013 vintages

Execution of the management plan

2016 & 2017 – Jari Amapá: 

“Electricity for All” Project 

Environmental Education Actions
(continuous activity);

2018 & 2019: 

Implementation of priority projects -
Carbon Credit Notes

Implementation of forest seedling
nurseries

Implementation of the “Green Fund”

Environmental assessment of
properties

Technical Workshops

Jari Pará REDD+ Project: Public
consultation, audit, validation, 
verification and start of credit sales -
2015, 2016 and 2017 vintages
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3. Operations



Operations
Context and highlights

Producers receiving Carbon Credit Notes

Although the Jari Amapá Project and the Jari Pará Project are in different phases of

implementation and management, since the first started in 2011 and the second in 

2014, both have similar strategies and should have a unified management. Until 2015, 

the actions carried out focused on the production of studies that could support a 

long-term management strategy. These studies involved everything from surveying

carbon stocks and environmental modeling of deforestation to determine the

baseline, to socio-environmental diagnoses. 

Between 2016 and 2019 we made important progress in implementing the Jari 

Amapá Project, and in 2020, we started a new VCS and CCB Verification audit –

which should be completed in the first quarter of 2021. As for the Jari Pará Project, 

our focus was on completing the initial studies and carrying out the Validation audit, 

completed in 2019. 

The Jari Amapá Project showed important advances in this period. We highlight here

the implementation of 38 Priority Projects with families participating in the Project 

through Carbon Credit Notes. This action was conceived by Jari Foundation, as a 

way of direct transfer of resources to support the production of these families. Started

in the 2nd semester of 2018 and technical assistance in progress so far.

Know more:  http://bit.ly/3r1s8DQ
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Producer receiving technical assistance for implementation
of your Priority Project

http://bit.ly/3r1s8DQ


Operations
2019 (2nd semester) and 2020

Nova Conquista community receiving electricity

The delivery of 3,500 thousand meters of wires, cement posts and transformers to

carry electricity in the community of Nova Conquista was completed in November

2019, the electricity reached 59 families. Know more: https://bit.ly/3avbS7F

Biodiversity Monitoring was also carried out at the end of 2019, essential not only for 

REDD+ Projects, but also for Jari Group’s forest certifications. Know more: 

http://bit.ly/3ci4crM

The main activity of REDD+ projects is to develop Deforestation Monitoring Bulletins

to support patrolling operations, this activity has been carried out by Biofílica since

2011. Recently, it is important to highlight that REDD+ Projects have started to financially

support the operations of patrimonial surveillance of forests, making it feasible, 

including the acquisition of a drone for the team.
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Species cataloged in the study of Biodiversity

https://bit.ly/3avbS7F
http://bit.ly/3ci4crM


Operations
Improvement of actions to combat
deforestation and financial management

Public Consultation Jari Amapá

In 2020, we developed essential strategic actions to ensure the good management 

and sustainability of the Projects in the coming years. Below, we enumerate and

briefly describe each of these actions:
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Implementation of the joint management model of REDD+ Projects, through the

formalization of a methodology that determines the guidelines and good practices

of financial management and by conducting the Verification audit of the

Jari Amapá Project. 

Conducting the 3rd VCS Verification and 1st CCB Verification of the Jari Amapá 

Project, which, in addition to being an important event for evaluating and

demonstrating the application of the Project’s actions, should also enable the

generation of about 1.3 million Verified Carbon Units (VCUs) this year, ensuring the

financial sustainability of the Projects for the coming years. 

Hiring of the PLANET Monitoring System, which offers high resolution satellite

images to daily report deforestation. This tool aims to provide greater agility and

efficiency in actions to combat invasions and deforestation within the area of

projects.

1

2
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